Declaration as to the applicant’s entitlement, as at the international filing date, to claim the priority of the earlier application specified below, where the applicant is not the applicant who filed the earlier application or where the applicant’s name has changed since the filing of the earlier application (Rules 4.17(iii) and 51bis.1(a)(iii)):

In relation to this international application, BRISTOL-MYSERS SQUIBB COMPANY is entitled to claim priority of earlier application No. 61/330,672 by virtue of the following:

An assignment from GOSSELIN, Michael to BRISTOL-MYSERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated 17 August 2010 (17.08.2010);

An assignment from FABRIZIO, David to BRISTOL-MYSERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated 16 August 2010 (16.08.2010);

An assignment from SWAIN, Joanna F. GOSSELIN, Michael to BRISTOL-MYSERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated 16 August 2010 (16.08.2010);

An assignment from MITCHELL, Tracy S. to BRISTOL-MYSERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated 16 August 2010 (16.08.2010);

An assignment from CAMPHAUSEN, Ray to BRISTOL-MYSERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated 16 August 2010 (16.08.2010);

An assignment from CLOAD, Sharon T. to BRISTOL-MYSERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated 17 August 2010 (17.08.2010);

An assignment from FURFINE, Eric to BRISTOL-MYSERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated 17 August 2010 (17.08.2010);

An assignment from MORIN, Paul E. to BRISTOL-MYSERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated 10 August 2010 (10.08.2010);

An assignment from MUKHERJEE, Ranjan to BRISTOL-MYSERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated 10 August 2010 (10.08.2010); and

An assignment from TAYLOR, Simeon to BRISTOL-MYSERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated (...).
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Continuation of Box No. VIII (iii)

In relation to this international application, BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY is entitled to claim priority of earlier application No. 13/098,851 by virtue of the following:

An assignment from GOSSELIN, Michael to BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated (...);
An assignment from FABRIZIO, David to BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated (...);
An assignment from SWAIN, Joanna F. GOSSELIN, Michael to BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated (...);
An assignment from MITCHELL, Tracy S. to BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated (...);
An assignment from CAMPHAUSEN, Ray to BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated (...);
An assignment from CLOAD, Sharon T. to BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated (...);
An assignment from FURFINE, Eric to BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated (...);
An assignment from MORIN, Paul E. to BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated (...);
An assignment from MUKHERJEE, Ranjan to BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated (...); and
An assignment from TAYLOR, Simeon to BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY, dated (...).